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  Executive Summary 
Symtomax is developing its vertically integrated Medical cannabis business, and currently holds an INFARMED issued license for Cultivation, Production, 

Extraction and Exportation of medical grade cannabis.  

The business was formed back in 2017 in Portugal, with a focus on the large-scale supply of medical grade cannabis oil for retail to Pharmaceuticals, National 

Health Services and cannabis production companies throughout the EU. 

The founders began the licensing process a number of years ago, with the cooperation of some highly regarded government officials and prominent business 

persons in Portugal, who sought to improve GDP and manufacturing output of medical cannabis. During the licensing process the founders secured some of 

the most highly regarded global cultivators and seed suppliers in the world as equity partners, bringing a wealth of experience to an industry where expertise 

is limited due to global prohibition. 

Looking closely at analytical reports on the performance of the likes of Israel, who has a mature medical cannabis market and where over 8% of the population 

are currently prescribed medical cannabis, it is evident that once legalisation, regulatory frameworks and hospital distribution channels have been formalised 

there is a clear growth year on year for that country. 

This can also be seen in Germany, where patient numbers are growing significantly with 27,000 prescriptions in 2017, 240,000 in 2019 and projections of 1 

million patients by 2024 (most targets have been surpassed 2-5-fold in countries to date) 

Symtomax has positioned itself with the largest cultivation site within the European Union. Over the last 3 years our Partners, Olaf Van Tulder and David Mace 

(GW Pharma) have analyzed the global market and sought a strategy, unlike most listed cannabis companies, to achieve year on year profitability targets 

commencing with the first year of cultivation. Symtomax’s goal for its first year will be to supply the EU market with quality, low cost product to fill the void 

left from the short supply of medical cannabis. With current shortages, Symtomax aims to make a first mover advantage in the EU, with their large scale 

outdoor and cost effective cultivation facility, providing the market with GACP Flower and GMP Crude Oil. 

Our first year’s harvest will be cultivated on 45 hectares of the 95 (45%) Hectare site. In order to do so, the company requires the funds to develop the site; 

this includes completing the option for the land, security of the site and building out the GMP production facility and OPEX. This development will progress 

over the first 12 months, until the first crop cycle has been completed.  

Symtomax has created a debt based Loan Note offering 12% in year 1 and 18% in year 2 paid annually, with a clear defined exit, based on 19.4 Million euros 

worth of product pre-orders in the form of a offtake agreement with just one reputable company with many more under negotiation due to the lack of supply 

in the market. 
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Minimum Investment 25,000 (GBP, USD, EUR) 

Capital Growth Loan Note The Loan Note will accrue interest from and including the 
issue date of each Loan Note at the fixed rate of 12% for 
year one and 18% for year two. The interest on the loan 
note is paid annually on the anniversary. Repayment of 
capital is paid 10 days after 24 months of initial 
investment. 

Income Generating The Loan Note will accrue interest from and including the 
issue date of each Loan Note at the fixed rate. 

Security The company will give the security of the land, equipment, 
building and license to the funder until full payment of the 
loan is paid back not later than year 2.  Security is offered 
by a purchase contract between the SPV and Symtomax® 
Portugal company for the land with full planning already 
granted for the cultivation of medical cannabis 

Trustee Porto Law 
Rua do Bonjardim, n.º 432, 3.º direito frente B · 4000-116 
Porto · Portugal 

Raise Amount €12,000,000. 

Term The Loan Note matures 10 days after 24 months from date 
of initial investment. 

 
Availability 

This invitation is available for direct investment by 
institutional investors, professional investors, sophisticated 
high net worth individuals or companies. 

 
Event of Death 

 
In the event of the death of a Loan Note holder sums will 
be paid out 3 months after receipt of a valid death 
certificate 

  24 Month Loan Note 
Maximum Loan Note Issue €12 million  
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  Market Analysis 

Europe's Cannabis and 

CBD market tipped to soar 

over 2400% and 400% 
Lianna Brinded Head of Yahoo Finance UK - Yahoo Finance UK 26 March 

2019 

It is estimated that European countries combine to 

become the world’s largest regulated medical cannabis 

market over the next five years.   

Europe’s cannabis and cannabidiol (CBD) markets are set 

to grow exponentially over the next few years, with the 

cannabis sector set to rise over 2400% and CBD set to 

grow over 400% by 2023.  

That’s from a new report, first seen by Yahoo Finance UK, 

by analytics and market research firm Brightfield Group, 

which provides benchmark data for legal CBD and 

cannabis industries.  

Europe’s CBD market was estimated at $318m in 2018 

and is tipped to rise to $416m in 2019, according to the 

report, entitled European CBD & Cannabis Market 2019 

Report. CBD is then expected to grow to nearly $1.7bn by 

2023.  

 

The market is “poised to grow more quickly with both the 

likely blessing of global bodies such as the UN, and the 

European Union’s Novel Foods Act (health and safety 

regulations) eventually permitting for CBD to be sold like 

other ingestible products on the mainstream market,” 

Brightfield said in the report 

 

✓ Total land size 105 hectares (1,005,000 m2). 

✓ Access to 95 hectares (950,000 m2) grow facility without quantity restriction. 

✓ Access to 10,000m2 indoor grow facility 

✓ Production capability of more than 700,000 kilograms per year. 

✓ Approved design plans for the GMP industrial facility approx. 2,600 m2. 

✓ Licence is for the cultivation, production and international exportation. 

✓ Full Portuguese Government approval. 
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 The Location 
The Beja region of Portugal is deemed to have California based 

weather and one of the best climates globally for outdoor cannabis 

cultivation, situated around 45 minutes from the tourist coastal 

district the Algarve.  

The site was carefully and strategically selected following extensive 

due diligence, land, security and environment assessments, ensuring 

even the surrounding farms within a 50km radius, only operate organic 

pest free farming methods in order to avoid any risk of contamination. 

The site sits within a valley, with only one entrance to facility, with a 

1-2km distance to the cultivations site further enhancing the security 

risk impact.  

The land also has its own dam and although situated on the largest 

water reservoirs in Europe have recently discovered during clearance 

works, a large fresh water stream, providing the facility with a self-

sufficient water supply, creating the perfect foundations for a large 

scale cultivation and cost-effective production facility.  

 

Despite the summer’s hottest month of August reaching highs of 40°c, 

Symtomax plans to operate its crop cycles outside of the month by 

starting a crop cycle in temperature-controlled hoop houses in 

February and March allowing the baby plants to be seeded outdoors 

in the months of April and July (16-week cycle). This process is 

repeated again in August with planting from September to November. 

The mayor of Beja is supportive of the model and has provided full 

planning consent of our GMP facility and approved the cultivation site.  

 

Symtomax plan to be the largest employer within the region and our 

working closely with the local government departments and officials. 
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Oral Tabs 

In May 2019 Symtomax® partnered with Greater Cannabis Company a publicly traded biopharmaceutical company led by an experienced 

team of executives and scientists, focused on the development and commercialisation of cannabinoid delivery systems. 

 

 
The Oral Tab is our retail product which is scheduled to launch in the 

first Qtr 2020, initially with external CBD and later substituted with our 

own product from our own plants. 

 Orally dissolving transmucosal thin film 

 Easy-to-use (fully dissolvable) 

 No side effects 

 High bioavailability 

 Can control the absorption rate 

 Can load multiple compounds and dosages 
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 Comparables 
We have used Canadian cultivators as the basis for our analysis as a comparable market, however, due to the infancy of the European market, direct comparisons 

with industrial large scale production, presently does not exist. The European public opinion on the use of medical cannabis has changed in the last two decades 

across the majority of the regions, and as medical cannabis becomes more available so we will see an increase in demand. In 2018, cannabis was the fastest growing 

industry in the United States, and that trend is likely to affect Europe as well. Symtomax will be the first mover in large scale medical cannabis production in Europe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Indoor Cultivation Canada 

 To produce 40,000kg per year for indoor facility cost of infrastructure and facilities is within the region of $50 million 
 Ongoing operation costs bring average cost of indoor production in Canada at $1.80 -$2.50 per gram 
 Canadian companies looking to import into UK can bring product after taxes, production and transportation into the EU at $6-8 if the strains have been approved 

 

Symtomax Outdoor 

 Pre approved EU strains via Greenhouse Seed Co. 
 12 million Euros with potential of up to 40,000kg in year 1 
 Cultivation cost target year 1; 35c-.25c per gram with target of 0.20c-10c for year 2  

 

 capacity Cultivation size (approx.) Market Cap 

 
500,000 kgs 24 Hectare $6.41billion 

 
200,000 kgs 10 Hectare $1.79 billion 

 
700,000 kgs 19 Hectare $2.76 billion 

 
255,000 kgs 13 Hectare $1.17 billion 

 
700,000 kgs 95 Hectare ? 

 

April 2019  
Canopy Growth purchases Cafina in Spain 1,600 sq ft green housing licensed to produce medical 
cannabis for $31m 
May 2018  
Canopy Growth purchases Daddy Cann Lesotho 10,000 sq meters of outdoor to produce medical 
cannabis for $28.8m 
March 2018  
Canopy Growth purchases Alcaliber in Spain licensed to produce opioids and medical cannabis for 
€235m 
June 2019  
Halo Labs purchases Bophelo in Lesotho 7,600 sq meters of outdoor to produce medical cannabis 
$18.4m 
March 2018  
Aurora purchases facility in Canada 55,200 sq ft for growing medical cannabis $10.8m  

 

Holigen a Portuguese company who currently only holds a production license but no licenses to cultivate, manufacture, distribute, import or export, with a 

65-hectare site in Beja sold 19.8% shareholding stake for C$6 million in 2018. 

Holigen sells 19.8% shareholding 

In August of 2019, Flowr completed the acquisition of the remaining 80.2% interest in Holigen Holdings through a share purchase agreement on a deal 

cash/equity worth an estimated $200 million.  

Flowr acquires remaining 80.2% of Holigen 

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2018/12/20/1670242/0/en/Flowr-Expands-into-Global-Markets-by-Acquiring-19-8-Of-Large-Scale-Portuguese-and-Australian-Cannabis-Producer-Holigen.html
https://www.proactiveinvestors.co.uk/companies/news/901181/flowr-finalizes-deal-with-holigen-901181.html
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 Financial Forecast Summary 

Our financial projections are based on 1 crop cycle per year (we can achieve 2 outdoor yields per year). Recent studies indicate that our partner Green House Seeds, 

have strains that are yielding between 800 and 1.2 kgs of flower. Olaf Van Tulder from the Greenhouse Seed is one of the most famous and world-renowned 

cultivators with over 25 year’s of cultivation experience in the market.  His cultivation targets are conservative and with the wealth of experience we expect higher 

yields 

All numbers derived below are conservative with current EU market prices for GMP Oil 20 euros and Dried Flower 6 Euros per gram. 

 
3 year summary forecast:  

Assumptions: 500gm per plant 
 

 
 

 Year 1  
  

 Year 2  
  

 Year 3  
         

Square meters 
 

400,000 
  

500,000 
  

600,000 

Plants  
 

40,000 
  

50,000 
  

60,000 

Crop Loss 
 

10% 
  

5% 
  

5% 
         

Total plants 
 

36,000 
  

47,500 
  

57,000 

Grams per plant         500  18,000,000 
  

23,750,000 
  

28,500,000 

Oil per gram 8% 1,440,000 
  

1,900,000 
  

2,280,000 
 

Price per gram 
       

Oral Tabs CBD 
 

1,500,000 
  

3,000,000 
  

4,500,000 

Dry flower sales 3 27,000,000 
  

47,500,000 
  

42,750,000 

Oral Tabs THC 100 
   

19,000,000 
  

68,400,000 

Sales price per gram Crude Oil  12.5 9,000,000 
  

7,600,000 
  

4,560,000 
         

  
       
37,500,000  

  
       
77,100,000  

  
     
120,210,000  
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Administration Expenses  EUR   Construction/Equipment Expenses  EUR   
Licensing Fees - Economic Department                  9,000   Building works (2600 square meter)          2,600,000   
Licensing Fees - Health Authority                   9,000   Land cost           1,547,000   
Water               341,000   Security Camera System W/ Server              400,000   
Electricity              150,000   Back Up Generator              100,000   
Telecommunication                25,000   Metric Tracking Software and RFID Scanning Tools             100,000   
Office Supplies                  4,000   Construction Reserve/Contingency/Legal fees             350,000   
Insurance              250,000   Laboratory             350,000   
Staff Costs   Packaging and Label equipment             300,000   
Country Manager/Compliance              100,000   Press Machine             400,000   
Pharmacist                65,000   Grow Lights (5000)              200,000   
Chemist                50,000   Indoor Equipment              550,000   
Planting Staff               706,000   Subtotal          6,897,000   
Cleaning/Maintenance Staff                50,000      
Pressing Staff                60,000      
Secretary                40,000      
Accountant                60,000      
Staff social insurance              222,640   Farming Expenses  EUR   
Directors fees              660,000   Costs of sales          1,800,000   
Other Costs, Travel and Entertainment              350,000   Subtotal          1,800,000   
Distribution and Marketing              600,000      
Audit                25,000    Total Expenses Year 1    12,725,640.00   
Security              252,000      
Subtotal           4,028,640    Depreciation         550,000.00   

  

 Financials break down year 1  
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Administration Expenses  EUR   Construction/Equipment Expenses  EUR   
Licensing Fees - Economic Department                10,000      
Licensing Fees - Health Authority                 10,000   Land cost equipment             100,000   
Water              341,000   Indoor Grow Equipment              114,000   
Electricity              165,000   Metric Tracking Software and RFID Scanning Tools             100,000   
Telecommunication                27,500   Reserve/Contingency             205,000   
Office Supplies                  4,400   Grow Lights (5000)              200,000   
Insurance              275,000   Indoor Equipment              400,000   
Staff Costs    
Country Manager/Compliance              110,000   Subtotal          1,119,000   
Pharmacist                71,500      
Chemist                55,000   Farming Expenses  EUR   
Planting Staff               846,600   Cost of sales          5,937,500   
Cleaning/Maintenance Staff                55,000   Lights               20,000   
Pressing Staff                66,000      
Secretary                44,000   Subtotal          5,957,500   
Accountant                66,000      
Staff social insurance              244,904      
Directors fees              726,000    Total Expenses Year 2    11,578,904.00   
Other Costs, Travel and Entertainment              385,000      
Distribution and Marketing              660,000    Depreciation         750,000.00   
Audit                27,500      
Security              312,000      
Subtotal           4,502,404      

 Financials break down year 2  
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David Mace 
Former Harvard Business school graduate and former GW Pharmaceuticals PLC remuneration and audit committee Chairman. GW Pharmaceuticals is a medical cannabis company 
with a market cap of $5b, David joined the board in its private existence (pre-IPO) was involved with AIM flotation in June 2001, including selection of brokers and financial public 
relations advisors. Regular interaction with brokers and advisors in relation to corporate affairs and regulatory announcements. Actively involved with the set up and growth of 
the business in its early stages of GW business. Undertook regular inspections of the growing facility of GW which was at a secret secure facility in South East England. Involved in 
the design and analysis of clinical trials and discussions with licensing board in the UK MHRA with regards to the approval of Sativex. 

Olaf Van Tulder 
An industry expert with more than 25 years’ experience in the cultivation of cannabis on a commercial level. CEO of Green House Brands, which includes some of the world’s 
leading producers, processors, extractors and breeders of medicinal grade cannabis and products. Green House Brands is bringing the most awarded and recognized cannabis 
brand in the world to the North American market. Established in 1985 in Amsterdam, the Green House Brands portfolio includes five leading marijuana businesses. Strain Hunters, 
Green House Seed Co., Green House Feeding, Green House Coffee shops & King of Cannabis as seen on VICE & National Geographic. Green House assets have won the company 
numerous accolades, including over 40 High Times Cannabis Cups and 200+ awards for top genetics, establishing the company’s leadership in the global cannabis. 

Eurico Alves Castro 
Eurico is a Professor of Surgery at the Integrated Master of Medicine of the Institute of Biomedical Sciences Abel Salazar (ICBAS) and the former State secretary for health. In 2007 
he was appointed by the Minister of Health to the Advisory Board of the National Commission for the Development of Outpatient Surgery (CNADCA). Eurico was also chairman of 
the Infarmed Board of Directors, National Authority for Medicines and Health Products. 

Minette Coetzee 
Minette is a powerful business driver whose entrepreneurial instincts and clarity of vision have carried multiple companies through rapid and continuous growth with over a 
decade of experience in the international financial markets 

Samantha Roman
Samantha is President of Credible Cannabis Corp, and Founder of an early cannabis company. Her current portfolio includes advising a breadth of financial clients, international 
cannabis companies, corporate leadership and contributing to leading cannabis conferences and media outlets. 

Paul Segal 
Paul is an experienced business development professional with a vast history in global blue-chip companies, during which time he achieved multiple accreditations. Paul is 
distinguished by his passion for business, his focus on collaborative teambuilding, and his commitment to meeting customer and market. 

 The Team 
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General information 
Further information on Symtomax® can also be found on our website: www.symtomax.com 

This document should not be considered as a recommendation by the Company or its respective directors, officers, affiliates, employees, advisers or agents to invest in the Company and any 

potential investor must make his own independent assessment of the merits or otherwise of the document and/or any investment in the Company and should take his own professional 

advice. Neither the issue of this document nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of commitment on the part of the Company or any of its affiliates to proceed with the 

investment envisaged by the issue of this document and the Company reserves the right to amend the procedures set out herein, to terminate any of the procedures and to terminate any 

discussions and negotiations with any prospective investor at any time and without giving any notice or reason therefore. In  no  circumstances  will  the  Company  or  its  respective  

directors,  officers,  affiliates,  employees,  advisers  or agents be responsible for any costs or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of  the  document  or  the  

Company  or  for  any  other  costs  or  expenses  incurred  by  prospective  investors  in connection with any proposed investment in the Company.  

CONFIDENTIALITY 

The information and opinions contained in this document which is issued by Symtomax (“the Company”) are strictly confidential.  Accordingly, the contents of this document and any other 

information or opinions subsequently supplied to you will constitute confidential information  and  may  not, without the written consent of the Company, be published, reproduced, copied, 

or disclosed to any person other than your financial adviser, who should be made aware that the contents of  this  document  are  confidential  and  should  not  be  used  for  any purpose 

other than in connection with your decision as to whether to invest in the Company. You shall be responsible for any losses suffered by the Company in the event of any unauthorised 

disclosure by you or your advisers.  

GENERAL INFORMATION  

By receiving this document, you agree that you will on request return or procure the return of this document and all further information and material sent or made available in connection 

with the proposed investment in  the  Company  without  retaining  any  copies  in  whatever  form and shall destroy all notes, analyses or memoranda and other stored information of any 

kind prepared by you or on your behalf to the extent that they contain or are based on such information.  

DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT  

The Company and its directors accept responsibility, both individually and collectively, for the information contained in this document.  

To the best of the knowledge and belief of the Company and its directors, who have taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case, the information contained in this document is in 

accordance with the facts and contains no omission likely to affect the import of such information.  

However, where information has been obtained from third party sources, the Company and its directors cannot accept responsibility for the completeness or accuracy of that information and 

potential investors must form their own opinion as to the reliance they place on that information.  

Prospective investors will need and be expected to make their own independent assessment of the Company and to rely on their own judgment (or that of their independent financial 

adviser) in respect of any investment they may make in the Company and the legal, regulatory, tax and investment consequences and risks of doing so. Investors should not expect to have 

legal recourse to the Company, its directors or others if this document is not complete or correct, or if they consider that their understanding of the present financial and trading position of 

the Company and of its prospects differs from the reality. 
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Other than as contained in this document and, if given or made, such information or representation must not be relied upon as having been so authorised.  

All statements of opinion and/or belief contained in this document, all views expressed and all projections, forecasts or statements relating to expectations as regarding future events or the 

possible future performance of the Company, represent the directors’ own assessment and interpretation of the information available to them as at the date of this document.  

 

RISKS  

The business of the Company is subject to a number of risks and uncertainties that could adversely affect its financial performance. Such risks include, but are not limited to, any alteration in 

general economic conditions and trends including, for example, changes to interest rates, rates of inflation, industry conditions, or political and diplomatic events, tax laws, regulation and 

other factors which can substantially and adversely affect equity investments and the Company’s prospects.  Such risks also include the ability to obtain required consents, complete the 

proposed financing and implement the business plan, the impact of competition and associated pricing pressures, changes in interest rates, the impact of war and terrorism and other risks 

and uncertainties, many of which are beyond the control of the Company or its advisers.  

 

DISCLAIMERS  

This document does not purport to be all-inclusive or necessarily contain all the information that a prospective investor may desire in investigating the Company. The document may be 

subject to updating, revision or amendment.  

This document is not intended to form the basis of any investment decision by a prospective investor. Interested parties should carry out their own investigations and analysis of the 

document and of the data referred to in the document and should consult their own advisers before proceeding with any investment in the Company.  

The information contained in this document will not constitute or form any part of any offer for subscription nor will any such information form the basis of any contract in respect thereof. 

Any investor must rely on the terms and conditions contained in such a contract subject to such limitations and restrictions as may be specified therein.  

The opinions and information contained in this document have been verified by the Company or its advisers. However, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by the 

Company or any of its respective directors, officers, affiliates, employees, advisers or agents (and any warranty expressed or implied by statute is hereby excluded to the fullest extent 

possible) as to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this document or any other document or information supplied at any time or any opinions or projections expressed therein, 

nor is any such party under any obligation to update the document or correct any inaccuracies or omissions in it which may exist or become apparent.  

No responsibility or liability is accepted for any loss or damage howsoever arising that you may suffer as a result of this document or any investment decision based (whether in whole or in 

part) on the basis of the document and any and all responsibility and liability is hereby expressly disclaimed by the Company and its respective directors officers, affiliates, employees, advisors 

and agents.  

This opportunity is ONLY available to certified high net worth individuals and self-certified sophisticated investors. Any potential investor must make their own individual assessment of 

the merits or otherwise of investment in the company and should take their own advice. This investment may expose an individual to significant risk and risk of losing all property or 

assets invested. The content of this document has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. 


